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From the side of the leaf most distant fiom the jar, electricity is given 
off' of the same name as that wherewith the jar is charged ; and it has the 
power of propagating itself to a considerable distance. When a gold- 
leaf' electroscope is placed near the "fish," a permanent divergence is 
observed ~tf'ter the instrument has been removed. 

When the swimming leaf is removed t)'om the neighborhood of the 
knob, by suddenly withdrawin~..~ the jar, it is tbund that those pieces 
which swim at about an inch d lstance are in a neutral condition; while 
those which swim at a tess dis/once are negative. Only such as, while 
swimming, come very near the knob of the jar, show sometimes post. 
tire electricity. 

]n a note to this paper, Prof. Poggendorg remarks : ~ A l t h o u g h  the 
m ore recent treatises on electricity do not mention the fact above described, 
still it is not new, the experiment'having been made by ~'ranklin, in 1749~ 
on the conductor of an electric machine, (see Experimental Observations 
ca Elecgricilg, &c., London, 1769, p. 72). The fi-ee hovering of apiece 
of gold-leaf, in so stable a position, must always be regarded as a most 
remarkable fhct, which is deserving of revival, particularly as very few 
appear to be acquainted with it." 

_~n the Following volume of the fhznalen, p. 164, Prof. Riess makes 
the following ,'emarks :.--~':\ bit of gold-leaf, dislferentl~.l pointed at its 
ends, and with its blumcr end towards the conductor of" an electric ma- 
chine, ~lies towards the latter, and remains floating at a distance ti'om it, 
because the electric wind gen~wated at the bhmter end drives it back, 
whi]e that generated at the sha,'per end and the electric attraction drive 
it towards the conductor. A point on the side of the strip of gold-leaf 
must cause an axial rotation. The same action may be observed with 
a sewing-needle which has its eye broken ore When it is suspended 
horizontally and the knob of a I,eyden jar is carefully brought near it, 
at a certain distance from the knob the pointed end is strongly repelled, 
while the blunt end is attracted." 

We may add to these remarks, that in some eases we have succeeded 
in causing a bit of gold-leaf to flutter so speedily as almost to obscure 
its shape, and give it the appearance of an insect busily plying its wings. 
When the hand is approached, the []uttering ceases, and the little swim- 
mer floats tranquilly in the atmosphere. So strong is the electric wind 
proceeding from the floating scrap, that it can be distinctly felt, asa eotd 
draft, at a distance of fiw or s~  inches. 

! 

o'V'ew Jointi~g for Gas, Water, and Steam Pipes.* 

Messrs. William Smith and Thomas Phillips, of Snow-hill, hare pa- 
tented a new model of constructing and connecting pipes or tubes for 
gas, water, or steam purposes, consisting of forming at the ends of each 
length of pipe or tube a narrow rim, with bevelled edges, so formed that 
when one length of pipe or tube is placed in connexion with another, the 
bevelled edges thus brought together, formed between them a ring or 

*From the Lond. Builder, No. 637. " ..... 
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groove to receive suitable packing. The joints when packed are enclosed 
and held together by socket pieces, formed to act upon the rims for that 
purpose. These socket pieces are formed in halves, with flanehes for 
screws to hokl them together when applied to the junctions of the pipes. 
It is also proposed to form the end of the pipes at an angle to a line 
drawn thro%h such pipes in the direction of their length, by which the 
continuance m a straight line, or a divergence therefrom in several lengths 
of pipe, is ~lflbeted by the position of one pipe or tube next to be con- 
nected in relation to the preceding• The angular end of one piece will 
make up for the ,qngtllarity of that preceding, in order to maintain a 
s~raight course; but.by l,,'r~ir~g the pipe or tube partly rom~d, a divergence 
from lhe straight line will be more or less obtained, whereby the use of 
curved or bent pipes may in a great measure be dispensed with. 

For the .Iournal of the Franklin Institute. 

Particulars of the Steamer .~lstorict. 
Itull built by William l I. Webb, New York• Machinery by t togg & 

Delamater, New York. Intended service, San Francisco to Cilka. 
H e r a , . - -  

l,ength on dcck from fore part of stem to after part of 
st,~m post, abow'~ tim spar deck, . 160 feet. 

Breadth of beam at midship section above the main 
v , ' ~  [ e s ,  . 2 , 5  , ,  

l)epth of hoh], . 12 - 
Draft of water at load line, 8 " 6 inches. 
Tonn~ge, 500. 
Area of immersed section at load dral't, 127 sq. fee t .  
Masts and rig, Barque. 

ESeL~Fm.--¥crtical d i rec t . -  

Diameter of cylinders, 26 inches. 
Length of Stroke, 2 feet 2 " 

BolI,~a.--One--Return f lued.~ 

Length of boiler, 
Breadth ', 22  fcet. 

• • 5 " 6 inche~. ~cight  " exclusive of steam chimney, 9 , ' 6 ,, 
]Number of furnaces, 2. 
Length of grate bars~ 
~lumber of flues, 6 feet 6 ', 

• 10. 
Internal diameter of upper flues, 1 foot 7 " 
Heating surface, 
Diameter of smoke pipe, 1200 sq. feet• 
lteight ,, ~: feet. 

• 2 4  " 
Deseript ior t  of coal, Bituminou~ and anthracite. 
Draft, Natural. 

P~oP~,Lr, r:lts,~ 

Diameter of screw, (Grifiqth's,) 9 feet. 
Pitch of screw, 16 " 
Number of blades, 2, 

Remarks.--Floor timbers at throats, molded 12.5 ins. ; sided 5 inches. 
Distance of frames apart at centres 30 inches. Propeller fitted to hoist out of water. 
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